Resolved issues in this release - 8.3.30
CAST AIP 8.3.30 contains all fixes from the following previous CAST AIP releases:
7.3.0 - 7.3.11
8.0.0 - 8.0.5
8.1.0 - 8.1.7
8.2.0 - 8.2.16
8.3.0 - 8.3.29
The following table lists all bugs fixed in CAST AIP 8.3.30 and that are not already listed in the "Resolved Issues" lists of the above mentioned releases.
There are 8 issues listed below. The column "Internal ID" is used only as an internal reference ID.

Ticket
Id

Situation

Symptoms

Internal
ID

17423

While viewing the analysis log.

The SQL Analyzer log contains many warnings of the type "GUID duplicate found".

AIPCORE35

23238

While working on TCC

Performance issue in TCC (single click in enhancement view takes more than 15-20 mins to
act) due to duplicate transaction links in Struts objects.

AIPCORE2139

26703

While analyzing source code of VB6 projects.

VB analysis fails with the error: SQL Error: ERROR: "Syntax error at or near 's'".

AIPCORE2684

26772

Launch an analysis for a mainframe
application with JCL containing DSN SYSTEM
(DBPM)

There are missing links from JCL Step to SQL table

MAINFRA
ME-508

26777

Discover and package a JEE application
containing wsdl files.

There are wsdl files that have not been picked up by DMT which is causing issues in the
SOAP operations objects not being identified by the analyzer.

AIPCORE2697

26875

When looking at the results of a Mainframe
analysis.

Links between Cobol Data and Cobol Data objects are missing even though the option "Save
data and links to other data" is active.

MAINFRA
ME-516

26894

After snapshot, while running Appmarq Data
Compiler.

While running Appmarq Data Compiler, the process is aborted with an error message.

AIPCORE2728

26909

When looking at the results of a Mainframe
analysis.

When the option "Save data and links to other data" is active, links between Cobol
Paragraphs and Cobol File Links are missing. When the option is deactivated, the link is
resolved.

MAINFRA
ME-519

